
Chapter 4 will be the end of the eruption! 

In this chapter you will need to think about what happened to the people in your story 

during the eruption. Here are some things to decide: 

 How badly did the eruption affect the people of the town? 

 Did many people escape? How did they do this? 

  Did any of your main characters get injured or killed? 

 How did your main characters escape? 

Now you have decided on the bullet points above, you need to describe three scenes: 

1. A scene as if the reader is being shown the town after the eruption. In this you can 

describe some of the damage to the buildings. Would there be ash or lava in the 

streets? What would this look like?  

 

 
 You also need to describe what the people are doing? Maybe some are trying to get 

away? How are they travelling? What are they carrying with them?  Maybe some are 

stealing from the empty houses? Are there any animals in the streets? What are they 

doing? (If you go onto the following website, you can see how animals are behaving 

in a village in Wales during the corona virus. This might give you some ideas)! 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2020/mar/31/llandudno-goats-herd-running-riot-

coronavirus-lockdown 

2. The second scene you need to describe will include your main characters – what are 

they doing? Maybe they have family and friends in the town and are looking for 

them? Maybe they are helping others? 

What do they see as they move around the town? What do they say to each other 

and what are they feeling? 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2020/mar/31/llandudno-goats-herd-running-riot-coronavirus-lockdown
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2020/mar/31/llandudno-goats-herd-running-riot-coronavirus-lockdown


As Leo looked back at the town in which he had spent 

his life, he felt a wave of sadness wash over him. This 

was a place in which he had grown up. His family 

home with its fountains and grape vines was buried 

beneath a mountain of ash. He had lost his mother, his 

grandparents and his beloved dog in the eruption and 

he could easily have given up. Leo, however, knew he 

had to go on. He now had his own son to care for and 

that was why he was going to start a new life on the 

island called Ischia. With a last look over his shoulder, 

he took his son’s hand and walked towards the 

waiting boat and their new life. 

3. The final scene will close the story. You need to think about what your characters 

decide to do? Will they stay in the town and try to help rebuild it? Will they go away 

to start their life somewhere new? How do they feel about this? How would you feel 

if a disaster meant you had to leave your home and find a new place to live away 

from your friends? What would you feel sad about? What would you miss? What 

would you look back and remember?  

 

Think how you would like your reader to feel at the end of the story and write a final 

paragraph to end it on. Here is an example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Editing your story 

Now that you have written your story, it is time to do what all real writers do which is to edit 

it. This is something you are used to doing at school but here is a reminder: 

1.Get a different coloured pen  to edit with. 

2.Read each paragraph through out loud. Can you spot any words that are missing or a 

sentence that does not seem to make sense? Use your coloured pen to add any missing 

words or change any words that seem wrong. 

3.Now check every sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop. 

Remember, some sentences may need an exclamation mark (!) instead to show something 

amazing or scary. 

4.Check if you have used speech (a character talking) that the speech: 

*Starts with a capital letter 

* Has speech marks at the beginning and end of the words  spoken. 

*Each new speaker starts on a new line. 

EXAMPLE: 

“ What are you doing?” asked Leo opening the door. 

“ I am  looking for my sword,” replied Max, “Have you seen it?” 

5.See if you have repeated words too many times and change them for new ones. Words to 

look out for are  said and then. 



6.Look at how each sentence starts. Is it always the same? Can you use some different 

sentence starters? Here are some examples: 

 The next day, 

 A while later, 

 The following morning, 

 A moment later, 

 Without warning, 

 On top of the hill, 

7.Check your spellings using some of the spelling sheets you have been given, a dictionary or 

asking someone who is free in your house. 

Creating a cover for your story 

Now that your story is written and edited, you can design a front cover for it. This needs to 

have a title for your story and your name on it. It also needs to have a picture which will give 

the reader an idea about what the story is about.  

You can look at front covers of stories that you have got at home to see how they are set 

out. Here is one example: 

 



 

It is a good idea to draft your cover first and then make your best copy on A4 paper or fold it 

in half to make a front and back cover. 

Creating a back page ‘ blurb’ for your story. 

This is a paragraph of writing that gives the reader an idea about what the story is about. It 

does not give away how the story ends- that is left as a surprise for the reader.  

Look at some story books that you have in the house and read the blurb on the back page.  

This will help you to see what kind of things are written. Here is one example. 

 

 

It is a good idea to draft your blurb first and then make your best copy.  Notice some blurbs 

have a picture on them as well. 

 

 

 



Creating your story book 

Now that you have  your story written and edited, your front cover and blurb written, your 

final task is to write your story out neatly on A4 paper or on folded paper so it is the same 

size as your cover.  

When you write your story neatly: 

 Try really hard not to make any spelling mistakes or cross out words.  

 Start each chapter on a new page. 

 You could add some pictures in each chapter to show what is happening in that part 

of the story. Here is an example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Finished Story 

Now you have finished your story you should have a piece of work you can feel really proud 

of!  

Why not try doing the following with it: 



 Reading it to your family – have a few practice reads out loud first. You could create 

different voices for different characters and use different voices to make certain 

parts seem scary or sad. 

 Read it out loud and record it so you can listen to it too! 

 Send it to lower.school@pocklingtonjuniors.co.uk and we will enjoy reading it then 

we can put it on the school website for others to enjoy 

 Turn it into a play and act it out 

 Use your knowledge of shadows from our science lessons to make it into a puppet 

show. You will need some card – old cereal boxes are great, some sticky tape, some 

straws to hold the puppet up or if not some card or even twigs and a torch or bright 

light to shine onto the puppets. 

Well done and enjoy coming up with your own ideas for your story! 
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